Generic
All works to maintain noisy/quiet time periods. 10-12 & 2-4 (quiet), times can potentially be negotiated with appropriate Comms and prior agreement with Timetabling.

All works highlighted as extremely noisy to take place out of hours/weekends. Weekend timetabled activity removed from the building were possible.

M&E Project
Building wide
- Enabling packages to take place out of hours/weekends.

South East Riser
- First riser to have main works carried out within. Strip out works required. Extremely noisy works to be carried out, out of hours. Phasing of works to align with SEMS project were possible.

SEMS Tait LGF Project
Generic – Main impact on local School areas, noise and access. School to accept disruption generated for own long term benefit.
Phase 1 – enabling
- Aeronautical lab (CLG02)- Removal of T4 Tunnel by School. Limited noise contained in Lab area.

Waterproofing
External works – Perimeter areas of Tait, time scale and full scope to be agreed. Works will include raising and relaying paving.